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Change your mind and change your life today! Get this new book from  best-selling author Timothy

Lee, (BA) Psych. today! Get it here now! You are about to discover proven steps and strategies on

how to reprogram your life and release yourself from personal fears and become the best version of

yourself. Here is a preview of what you'll learn... Defining NLP How to overcome any addiction

Removing fear from your Mind Quick fix for self-esteem Appreciate behaviors Induce a positive

state Make your feelings more useful Turn any failure into a learning experience Much, much more!
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This is a helper for certain. I did enjoy this read and will the information daily!

Fast easy read with several outlined steps to practice NLP!

This was my second book by Timothy Lee and he delivers again! First one was the Low carb and

now this one. This book is simply fantastic it gives the definition if what NLP is and then gives

examples of how it works. For example I did not know that you can use NLP to quit smoking or that

you can get rid of your anxiety using it. I highly recommend this and all of his books!

This book provides a good understanding about the fundamentals of NLP and contains some

essential techniques such as: Swish pattern, inducing a positive state and creating mental images

to build our self-esteem that everyone can benefit from learning and using. This guide shows steps



you can take to quit smoking or eliminate other addictions and bad habits.The exercises in this

book, will leave you feeling empowered. Remove some obstacles from your path and get more out

of life with NLP with this essential guide.

Author/speaker/life coach and consultant Timothy Lee sees his purpose to be a source of inspiration

and change for anyone who refuse to settle for anything less than an extraordinary life. He is

passionate and dedicated to helping us live a life of abundance, fulfillment and success. His

previous books on STRESS and LOW CARB HEALTHY EATING are becoming very popular

 primarily because of TimothyÃ¢Â€Â™s straightforward, accessible manner of presentation.

This newest book on NLP follows that successful presentation.Though NLP is growing in

recognition, Timothy opens his book with a fine definition and explanation:

Ã¢Â€Â˜Neurolinguisticsprogramming, or NLP, works on a fairly simple theory if a

personÃ¢Â€Â™s behavior works by making a person think that an action or a thought process is

triggered by a particular experience, then changing the way a person thinks about that experience

will be enable him to adopt behaviors that he will want to embrace. Now, how does that work? It all

boils down to how people learn how to create automatic behaviors for themselves.Ã¢Â€Â™ And

form that Introduction Timothy steps into the guide promised by the title: How to Overcome Any

Addiction, Removing Fear from Your Mind, Quick Fix for Self-esteem, Appreciate Behaviors, Induce

a Positive State, and Make Your Feelings More Useful.He makes he process sound simple, and in

his hands the guide is completely accessible. This is a fine beginners book on NLP. Grady Harp,

January 16

The author is very upbeat about life and expresses a desire to help others achieve that level of

satisfaction. He offers some visualizations, brief and illustrated in a general way. I wish he had some

experiences of his own to share with us to show and prove that these techniques work. Much copy

is about self-talk and self-imaging. But hardly any are developed and illustrated in a concrete way.

For instance, we have this: "Normalize the elements of your failure by mixing them with your positive

thoughts."This is a short book, especially when you consider the first few pages are wasted on a

oft-repeated "thank you and congratulations on downloading this book" type of introduction. And

then about a 3-page copyright . At the end we have about 10 pages of introduction to the author's

other books. NLP is a BIG subject, and to adapt it well into your life, you need a fuller presentation

than presented in this book. I don't think this book was written by an expert in the NLP field or a

in-depth practitioner. Nor were there examples from the lives of others.The author sent me a gift



copy in exchange for a fair and honest review. Thank you, Mr. Lee.

This was a very enjoyable e-book to add to my Kindle, and I believe that many of the people who

read my review will also find it to be equally enjoyable.This is an easy-to-read book. I had no

problems understanding what, to me, was a totally new concept. Neuro Linguistic Programming is a

fancy way of saying "How to Improve Your Outlook on Life"The more positive you are in your words,

and in what you tell yourself, the better your life will look, out of your mind back into your behavior.

In other words, "Look, Out" --> OutlookI recommend that you leave yourself some time to read, and

reread, your favorite portions as time goes by. This is good inspiration.By the way, the book is short

enough that you can relax with it over a few short evenings of reading, then read it again later one,

or as I mention above, read what you have selected as your favorite portions.P.S. If you are

interested in their newsletter, the book tells you how to not only get a free subscription, but to get six

free audio programsAmazing Speed ReadingBe More DecisiveBetter Creative ThinkingImproved

MemoryImproved Public SpeakingLove Your Physical Self
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